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SIMONA® LOW FRICTION SHEET

With a proprietary slip formula integrated directly into the material, 
the sheet combines slick surface area with UV stability and inherent 
toughness for increased productivity and long product life.

SIMONA® Low Friction Sheet was developed to provide an exceptionally fast and 

smooth surface that requires minimal maintenance. Unlike sheet products that 

use spray-on additives for sliding properties, the sheet's low friction technology is 

integrated right into the material, resulting in great glide properties without the 

need for messy, short-lived surface coatings or lubricants. It is also UV stabilized 

and inherently impact resistant even at cold teperatures, for durability and long 

peforming life inside and outdoors.

Bulk or messy items flow continuously and effortlessly over the sheet, leaving 

minimal residue or impact wear behind and requiring no downtime for 

maintenance and cleaning. 

In addition, SIMONA's low stress manufacturing technology proides exceptional 

flatness in cutting, installation and in use. 

Compare the material to any other surface and see for yourself why more and 

more facility managers and building owners prefer it. Contact us for samples and 

an authorized installer near you.



SIMONA® Low Friction PE sheet can be 
sawn, routered, drilled and machined 
using conventional tools. A detailed 
fabrication guide is available upon 
request.

POLYETHYLENE-BASED (PE) 
MATERIALS TESTED

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION* 
PER ASTM 1894 TEST

Static Kinetic
UHMW-PE (Ultrahigh molecular weight PE) 0.185 0.126

UHMW-PE with additive 0.200 0.149

SIMONA® Low Friction PE 0.164 0.097

PROPERTY TEST METHOD TYPICAL  
MINIMUM VALUES

Specific Gravity ASTM D792 0.94

Water Absorption, % ASTM D570 <0.01

MECHANICAL
Tensile Strength @ yield ASTM D638 3,500 psi

(24.15 MPa)

Elongation @ break, % ASTM D638 650

Flexural Modulus ASTM D790 160,000 psi
(1,104.0 MPa)

Izod Impact (notched) @ 73ºF (23ºC) ASTM D256 No break

Low Temperature Brittleness ASTM D747 -50°F (-45.6°C)

Hardness, Shore D ASTM D2240 65

THERMAL
Coeff. of Expansion in./in./°F x 10-5

(mm/mm, °C x 10-5)
ASTM D696 6.7 x 10-5 in./in., °F

(12.06 x 10-5 mm, °C)

Heat Deflection Temp. @ 66 psi ASTM D648 163°F
(72.8°C)


